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Creative Music Making with Interactive Cooperative Activities:
a Practice That Targets Elementary and Teacher?Training Course Students
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ABSTRACT
In this research, the authors investigated the validity of, and problems in, creative music-making with interactive and 
cooperative activities.  This time, we focused on actual music classes intended for elementary and undergraduate students.
First, in an elementary class, we tried to coordinate the class through a group work activity.  Consequently, although in 
this class, a large percentage of male students liked music despite the fact that most were not good at music, we found that 
the group work activity encouraged male students to join the class more positively than they did usually.  In addition, all of 
the students were able to compose melodies.
Second, in an undergraduate class, we gave the students opportunities to compose rhythm pieces individually and in 
groups.  Upon comparing the scores of individual pieces and those of group pieces, we found that the group work activity 
encouraged them to develop music by repeating and varying several rhythms motifs.  In addition, all of students became 
aware of musical structure.
Creative music-making is not just about students creating music but also about making students conscious about their 
future in their field of academics, and impressions like these were commented upon, which became clear after class.
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